The pressure hull is the primary element of submarine, which withstands diving pressure and provides essential capacity for electronic systems and buoyancy. This study presents a numerical analysis and design optimization of sandwich composite deep submarine pressure hull using finite element modeling technique. This study aims to minimize buoyancy factor and maximize deck area and buckling strength factors. The collapse depth is taken as a base in the pressure hull design. The pressure hull has been analyzed using two composite materials, T700/Epoxy and B(4)5505/Epoxy, to form the upper and lower faces of the sandwich composite deep submarine pressure hull. The laminated control surface is optimized for the first ply failure index (FI) considering both Tsai-Wu and maximum stress failure criteria. The results obtained emphasize an important fact that the presence of core layer in sandwich composite pressure hull is not always more efficient. The use of sandwich in the design of composite deep submarine pressure hull at extreme depths is not a safe option. Additionally, the core thickness plays a minor role in the design of composite deep submarine pressure hull. The outcome of an optimization at extreme depths illustrates that the upper and lower faces become thicker and the core thickness becomes thinner. However, at shallow-to-moderate depths, it is recommended to use sandwich composite with a thick core to resist the shell buckling of composite submarine pressure hull.
Introduction
Optimization plays an important role in obtaining the best composite hull with high efficiency and safe use of materials. Most submarine designs are weight critical, especially when the operational diving depth increases. Therefore, the designers will strive to select an available high strength and low-density material. Diving depth is an essential criterion for designing a submarine pressure hull for a certain collapse depth at which failure must be expected within a narrowly limited range of tolerance [1] . Working at depths of several kilometers requires perception of how hydrostatic pressure affects both structures and materials [2] . Changing the hull weight allows the vessel to submerge and change depth in a controlled manner. A submarine is not allowed to go further than the service diving depth [3, 4] . At great depths, composite materials are the only solution available. The design and analysis of composite structures are more complicated than metallic structures, through 2 of 22 layer stacking sequence, orientation, and number of plies used for manufacturing of laminates [5] . Significant research work has been presented so far in that field. Among that research, Mian et al. [6] optimized a composite pressure vessel, taking into account both Tsai-Wu and maximum stress failure criteria. Helal et al. [7] optimized a pressure hull to increase the payload, after that, underwater explosions (UNDEX) were investigated. Also, Pan et al. [8] investigated the design optimization of composite shell subjected to hydrostatic pressure. The thickness and the layer orientation were studied using the distribution optimization method. Zhang et al. [9] applied the multidisciplinary design optimization method to design a new underwater vehicle. Furthermore, Pelletier and Vel [10] presented a multi-objective design optimization methodology for a laminate composite materials. The fiber volume fractions and orientations were chosen as the elementary optimization variables. Lund [11] optimized laminated composite structures using failure criteria. Likewise, Fathallah et al. [12] [13] [14] [15] investigated the optimization of composite pressure hull for both maximizing the buckling load capacity and minimizing the buoyancy factor. Also, Panteleev [16] optimized sandwich structures and assured a reduction in their weight of 23% compared with the constant thickness plate. On the other hand, Garland [17] illustrated a higher strength material and stiffness provided better buoyancy and less weight. Messager et al. [18] presented the optimum design of autonomous underwater vehicles. Furthermore, they investigated the optimal lamination design of an un-stiffened thin composite underwater vessels subjected to buckling. Ca et al. [19] investigated the composite pressure vessel subjected to an external pressure. The results illustrated that, when the applied load was bigger than the critical buckling load, buckling and burst behaviors were occurred. In addition, Lee et al. [20] optimized the composite cylinder under hydrostatic pressure incorporating both the material failure and buckling. Smith et al. [21] described an advanced integrated approach to structural modeling analysis and design of underwater vehicles. Also, Sekulski [22] presented a multi-objective optimization of high speed vehicle passenger catamaran structure. The strength criteria were taken from the adopted classification rules. Furthermore, Aly et al. [23] presented a design optimization procedure of a sandwich panels for material selection and sizing as an alternative to the normal panels. On the other hand, Walker and Smith [24] presented a multi-objective optimization of a composite structures for minimizing both weight and deflection. Likewise et al. [25] , presented an optimization methodology to minimize the mass of composite plates subjected to an in-plane loading. Additionally, Bakshi and Chakravorty [26] maximized the failure load of thin composite conoidal shells using first layer failure. Kalantari et al. [27] investigated the multi-objective optimization of T700Scarbon/S-2 glass fiber-reinforced epoxy hybrid composites to minimize the weight and cost of laminates. The fiber type, orientation angle, and volume fraction in each lamina were considered as the design variables. Also, Liang et al. [28] optimized a multiple intersecting spheres pressure hull for minimizing the buoyancy factor. Kim et al. [29] maximized the strength and the failure index of Tsai-Hill criterion for a composite wing. MacKay et al. [30] investigated the corrosion effect on stability and strength of pressure hulls. The results showed that there was a reduction in the overall collapse and yield pressure about 20% and 40%, respectively. Zhang et al. [31] investigated the egg-shaped pressure hulls effect on enhancing the hydrodynamics of spherical pressure hulls, buckling resistance, and interior arrangements. On the other hand, Song et al. [32] optimized a composite cylindrical hull to minimize the hull structural weight using multi island genetic algorithm. Also, Carpentieri and Skelton [33] designed a composite structure composed of composite membranes and cable networks to minimize the structural weight. While, Ren et al. [34] predicted the buckling behavior and stress condition of a composite cylindrical pressure hull using finite element analysis. Also, Rao and Lakshmi [35] presented a mimetic algorithm for combinatorial optimization of laminate composite structures. The results revealed that the buckling strength of boron epoxy is four times higher than glass epoxy. Zhu et al. [36] studied the buckling behaviors of a spherical shell with an opening. The critical load with an opening was about 4.4-8% lower than that of the complete spherical shell. Ross and Little [37] predicted the buckling pressure of a carbon fiber vessel subjected to an external pressure. It was observed that the experimental results were 20% higher than FE prediction. Lopatin and Morozov [38] presented an analytical solution for the buckling problem of a composite cylindrical subjected to hydrostatic pressure. The maximum critical pressure was achieved when the helical angle equaled 65 • . The value of the critical load can be increased 15% with varying the helical angle. Aydogdu and Aksencer [39] , studied the buckling of composite plates considering the linear variation in planeloads and different plate theories. Likewise, Han et al. [40] , studied the buckling and post-buckling behavior of composite cylindrical shells under external pressure. Also, Vosoughi et al. [41] obtained the optimum fibers orientation of thick composite plate layers for maximizing the buckling load. Erdal and Sonmez [42] presented a design procedure for maximizing the load that the composite laminate can sustain without buckling.
In this work, a multi-objective optimization methodology for non-circular cross-section pressure hull, as illustrated in Figure 1 , is presented. T700/epoxy and B(4)5505/Epoxy composites have promise for these applications according to [12] . T700/Epoxy is used at extreme depths while B(4)5505/Epoxy is used at shallow-to-moderate depths. Maximizing the deck area and minimizing the buoyancy factor (the weight/displacement ratio) of the pressure hull subjected to external hydrostatic pressure at maximum operating depth are considered the objective functions of using T700/Epoxy as face sheets. Also, maximizing the buckling load capacity and minimizing the buoyancy factor are considered the objective functions at low to moderate depths using B(4)5505/Epoxy as face sheets. of the critical load can be increased 15% with varying the helical angle. Aydogdu and Aksencer [39] , studied the buckling of composite plates considering the linear variation in planeloads and different plate theories. Likewise, Han et al. [40] , studied the buckling and post-buckling behavior of composite cylindrical shells under external pressure. Also, Vosoughi et al. [41] obtained the optimum fibers orientation of thick composite plate layers for maximizing the buckling load. Erdal and Sonmez [42] presented a design procedure for maximizing the load that the composite laminate can sustain without buckling. In this work, a multi-objective optimization methodology for non-circular cross-section pressure hull, as illustrated in Figure 1 , is presented. T700/epoxy and B(4)5505/Epoxy composites have promise for these applications according to [12] . T700/Epoxy is used at extreme depths while B(4)5505/Epoxy is used at shallow-to-moderate depths. Maximizing the deck area and minimizing the buoyancy factor (the weight/displacement ratio) of the pressure hull subjected to external hydrostatic pressure at maximum operating depth are considered the objective functions of using T700/Epoxy as face sheets. Also, maximizing the buckling load capacity and minimizing the buoyancy factor are considered the objective functions at low to moderate depths using B(4)5505/Epoxy as face sheets. 
Buckling in Composite Pressure Hull
Multilayer composite pressure hulls are buckle when the actual load exceeds its critical value. To ensure stability, the critical buckling strength ( cr N ) must exceed the actual load ( act N ). The buckling strength factor ( λ) is introduced to identify the buckling of pressure hulls and expressed as presented in Equation (1) cr act N N λ =
In the buckling assessment, the linear buckling is considered. Buckling occurs when cr P and cr N is less than one ( 1 λ < ). The critical buckling pressure is the minimum value of cr P and cr N as shown in Equations (2) 
Multilayer composite pressure hulls are buckle when the actual load exceeds its critical value. To ensure stability, the critical buckling strength (N cr ) must exceed the actual load (N act ). The buckling strength factor (λ) is introduced to identify the buckling of pressure hulls and expressed as presented in Equation (1) 
In the buckling assessment, the linear buckling is considered. Buckling occurs when P cr and N cr is less than one (λ < 1). The critical buckling pressure is the minimum value of P cr and N cr as shown in Equations (2) and (3) [43, 44] 
where L represents the length, R represents the radius, m and n are the number of buckle half waves in the axial and circumferential direction, respectively. Moreover, C, A, B and D are expressed in Equation (4) as
where A ij , B ij and D ij denote the extensional stiffness, coupling stiffness and bending stiffness coefficient matrix, respectively and are defined as expressed in Equation (5)
where n is the number of different plies in the stacking sequence and Z k , Z k−1 denote the upper and lower (Z) coordinate of the k th layer. Q ij are the elements of the transformed reduced stiffness matrix Q and are defined as presented by [45] in Equation (6)
where m = cos θ, n = sin θ, θ k is the orientation angle of the k th layer and Q ij are the plane stress-reduced stiffness for the k th lamina and can be defined in terms of elastic properties of material (E 1 , E 2 , G 12 , υ 12 and υ 21 ) as mentioned in Equation (7)
For structures exposed to hydrostatic pressure, the effect of buckling should be taken into consideration. The structural stability requirement to be achieved when (N cr ) is greater than the design pressure (N d ) [46] .
Composite Failure Criteria
The successful design requires an efficient and safe use of materials. Therefore, theories are needed to develop and compare the state of stresses and strains in materials [47] .
Maximum Stress Failure Theory
The failure index is presented in Equation (8) [48] 
where: σ 11 , σ 22 and τ 12 denote the longitudinal, transversal and shear stresses components, respectively, obtained using Equation (9)
where: X t , X c , Y t , Y c and S denote the ultimate longitudinal, transversal, and shear strength constants, respectively. Since the sandwich core is considered as an isotropic material, the maximum stress criterion can be used for its failure analysis.
Tsai-Wu Failure Criteria
The criterion can be expressed as presented in Equation (10) [49, 50] 
where: X t , Y t , X c , Y c , σ 11 , σ 22 and τ 21 are aforementioned. FI is the failure index. The failure occurs when the FI reaches or exceeds one [51] .
Von-Mises Yielding Criteria
The core layer will be modeled with homogenized properties. Therefore, the von Mises yielding criteria is the most appropriate method and employed here to assess the capability of the core material to withstand the yielding failure. The failure index (FI) is defined as in Equation (11) 
where: σ 0 is the material allowable yielding strength, σ 11 and σ 22 are the in-plane principal stresses.
Deck Area
The internal arrangements of submarines are considered complicated due to the limited space available to accommodate the on-board systems [53] . In this study, it is assumed that maximizing deck area is an achievement from the standpoint of future arrangement execution. Therefore, a simplified analytical model was adopted to calculate the deck area similar to that presented by Vlahopoulos and Hart [54] . The deck height is known as the centerline plane of the submarine. The parametric model is shown in Figure 1 , the pressure hull is composed of a non-circular cross-section of total length (L tot ) which can be calculated as in Equation (12) L tot = L pmb + L a + L f (12) where (L pmb ) denotes the parallel mid body length, (L a ) denotes the aft length, and (L f ) denotes the forward length. The goal of the optimization is to maximize the calculated deck area. The adopted equations to calculate the deck area (A pmb ) are presented in Equation (13) x 2
where (r i ) is the half-width of deck in the parallel mid body. The total deck area (A dek (tot) ) can be evaluated according to Equation (14) A
Materials and Methods
The utilized materials for the pressure hulls must be resisting the external pressures and have appropriate properties that can resist the surrounding environment [55] . Composite materials are the best solution for underwater pressure hull and reduce the structural weight [56] . Two candidate composite materials T700/epoxy and B(4)5505/Epoxy are chosen to form the laminates, upper and lower faces, and stiffeners. T700/Epoxy is used at extreme depths which have high stiffness and strength and B(4)5505/Epoxy is used at shallow-to-moderate depths which have high compression strength in order to resist buckling. The low-density PVC foam material is used as a core material. The material properties and the strength parameters of T700/epoxy, B(4)5505/Epoxy composites and PVC foam are demonstrated in Table 1 [57, 58] . Figure 2a illustrates the relationship between the collapse depth and buoyancy factor (B.F). While Figure 2b shows some curves of collapse depths versus the weight to displacement ratio in case of material and buckling failures for un-stiffened cylinders constructed from (HY80, GRP, and CFRP) materials [59] . The straight lines correspond to the material failures while the curved lines correspond to the buckling failure. The material properties and the strength parameters of T700/epoxy, B(4)5505/Epoxy composites and PVC foam are demonstrated in Table 1 [57, 58] . Figure 2a illustrates the relationship between the collapse depth and buoyancy factor (B.F). While Figure 2b shows some curves of collapse depths versus the weight to displacement ratio in case of material and buckling failures for un-stiffened cylinders constructed from (HY80, GRP, and CFRP) materials [59] . The straight lines correspond to the material failures while the curved lines correspond to the buckling failure. 
Finite Element Modeling and Simulation of Composite Pressure Hull
Finite element modeling of sandwich composite hull was carryied out using ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL). The structure shell is modeled using SHELL281, which is suitable for analyzing thin to moderately thick shell structures. It is used for modeling composite shells or sandwich structure. The BEAM189 is used for the rings and long beams stiffeners [60, 61] . Figure 3 demonstrates that the shell is consisting of a total 17 layers with stacking sequence [(− θ/θ) 4 /C S including the core layer. The bottom layer designated as layer (1) and the additional layers were stacked from the bottom to the top. A symmetry boundary condition is applied in all nodes at (Y = 0 (X-Z plane) and X = 0 (Y-Z plane)) furthermore and due to the fluid flow in the longitudinal direction (Z-direction). One single node was constrained in the Z-direction as in [12, 62] . The submarine in the vertical direction was balanced by the gravity and the buoyancy. Therefore, no restriction was imposed in the vertical direction. These boundary conditions permitted to capture a heave and pitch motion of submarine in the simulation. The pressure hull is loaded by external pressure (P = ρgH) as a uniform external pressure load. Where (ρ) is the density of sea water with a value of 1025 kg/m 3 , (g) is the gravity acceleration which equals 9.81 m/s 2 and (H) is the depth below the water surface. If the hydrostatic pressure exceeds the critical values, the resultants of sandwich composite pressure hull shell element can introduce various failures. The mesh density greatly influences the optimization results; therefore, the mesh was selected as in [12] . Figure 4 shows the mesh for the model.
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Optimization Statement
Application of sandwich composite material introduces many design variables, since properties like material properties, orientation, and thickness for each individual layer must be specified throughout the structure. Furthermore, the analysis models are often large and many design criteria are present-such as mass, stiffness, and buckling [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] . The multi-objective optimization problem of sandwich composite hull under hydrostatic pressure was investigated to maximize the deck area, buckling strength factor and minimize buoyancy factor under constraints on failure strength, deflection of the sandwich composite shell. The parametric model of the sandwich composite hulls has to be built first. Thereafter, the objective function, constraints, and design variables were defined. The optimization procedures flow chart is presented in Figure 5 . The random design generation method (RDGM), which is a sub type of the sub problem approximation used in (ANSYS) will be considered in this study. RDGM is a method of increasing accuracy and reducing the computational time.
Objectives of Optimization
The buoyancy factor (B.F) is defined as weight to buoyancy ratio (W/B) which is the most important factors related to the structural efficiencies of submarine pressure hull [68] . Moreover, the preliminary analysis of the deck area allows early assessment of arrangement feasibility. Therefore, 
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Optimization Design Variables
In this study, the cross section radii of the sandwich composite pressure hull ((Dmin) and (Dmax)), the thickness (t) of the individual layer, the thickness (Tcore) of the core layer, and the fiber orientation angle (α) of the individual layer are taken as design variables. For instance, the composite pressure hull diameters are taken as shown in Equation (18) , max,min
where , and represent the ith sandwich composite pressure hull diameters, and its lower and upper limits, respectively. Similarly, the length of the main part is presented in Equation (19) , 1, 2, 3, 4
where , and represent the ith sandwich composite pressure hull length of the main part, and its upper and lower limits, respectively. Additionally, the core thickness is taken as shown in Equation (20) 
Objectives of Optimization
The buoyancy factor (B.F) is defined as weight to buoyancy ratio (W/B) which is the most important factors related to the structural efficiencies of submarine pressure hull [68] . Moreover, the preliminary analysis of the deck area allows early assessment of arrangement feasibility. Therefore, it is assumed that maximizing the deck area is a target for execution the future arrangement. The optimization model of design includes the objective function, design constraints, and design variables. The multi-objective functions can be stated mathematically as shown in Equations (15)- (17) . 
Maximize buckling capacity : λ = N cr N act (17)
Optimization Design Variables
In this study, the cross section radii of the sandwich composite pressure hull ((D min ) and (D max )), the thickness (t) of the individual layer, the thickness (T core ) of the core layer, and the fiber orientation angle (α) of the individual layer are taken as design variables. For instance, the composite pressure hull diameters are taken as shown in Equation (18)
where D i , D L i and D U i represent the ith sandwich composite pressure hull diameters, and its lower and upper limits, respectively. Similarly, the length of the main part is presented in Equation (19) 
where L i , L U i and L L i represent the ith sandwich composite pressure hull length of the main part, and its upper and lower limits, respectively. Additionally, the core thickness is taken as shown in Equation (20)
where T c , T U and T L represent the core thickness of the sandwich composite pressure hull, and its upper and lower limits, respectively. While the layer thickness is governed by Equation (21) t
where t i , t L and t U represent the i th thickness and the lower and upper bounds imposed on the individual layer thicknesses, respectively. On the other hand, the fiber orientation angle is presented as stated in Equation (22
where α i , α L , and α U represent the ith orientation angle of each layer and their upper and lower bounds, respectively. The zero-degree layer runs longitudinally in the submarine pressure hull.
Constraints of Optimization
Generally, the essential requirement that has to be satisfied in the design is the safety of structure under severe loading conditions. Tsai-Wu and maximum stress failure criteria were used in this study to judge the safety of the materials. Furthermore, (N cr ) is compared with the operating load (N) to ensure the buckling safety of structure. On the other hand, excessive deflections in shells and stiffeners could produce severe cracks and damage in the hull. Therefore, the maximum deflection value (δ) is compared with the maximum permissible deflection value (δ max ) for the sandwich composite pressure hull. The safety constraints are performed as follows:
Strength of Material Constraints
where FI is the first-ply failure of angle-ply laminated for each i th layer and (n) is the number of layers.
where σ and σ y are the actual stress and yielding strength in the core layer, respectively.
Instability Constraint
where N cr and N represent the minimum critical buckling load and the maximum actual operating loading, respectively, and calculated by ANSYS.
Maximum Operating Depth Constraint
where H and H max represent the operating depth for the composite pressure hull and its maximum limits, respectively.
Maximum Deflection Value Constraint
where δ and δ max represent the deflection value for the composite pressure hull and its maximum permissible value, respectively.
Results
The optimization is performed for sandwich composite deep submarine pressure hull at extreme depths (up to 7500 m) using T700/Epoxy composite and shallow-to-moderate depths using B(4)5505/Epoxy. The achieved results were analyzed as follows:
At Extreme Depths
The results of the multi-objective optimization of sandwich composite hull constructed from T700/Epoxy are presented in Table 2 . The multi-objective function (MOF), the (B.F), and (A deck ) are 0.48165, 0.60206, and 11.01364 m 2 , respectively at maximum operating depth (H) equals 7500 m. While, the maximum deflection value (δ) and buckling strength factor (λ) are 26.873 mm and 47.902, respectively. Additionally, both Tsai-Wu (F TWSR ) and the maximum stress failure criteria (F MAXF ) are considered to predict the first-ply failure. The maximum values of (F TWSR and F MAXF ) were 0.635 and 0.711, respectively which are occurred in the upper face at layer-17 due to high compression stresses. The optimized α is 53 • with total half laminate thickens equals 52.04 mm. Figure 6 shows the (FI) for both maximum Tsai-Wu and maximum stress through the thickness. It was observed that the F MAXF are slightly equal to F TWSR and share the same trend. Based on the results obtained by carrying out the multi-objective optimization of sandwich composite submarine pressure hull at extreme depths, the upper and lower faces become thicker and the core thickness becomes thinner. These results are consistent with the results achieved by Liang [52] . 
At Shallow-to-Moderate Depths
The results of maximizing the buckling load capacity ( λ ) and minimizing (B.F) at shallow-tomoderate depths of the sandwich composite deep submarine pressure hull constructed from B(4)5505/Epoxy are summarized in Table 3 . The optimized orientation fiber α is equals (55°) with 90.71 mm (Tcore). According to the aforementioned observations, it is safe to use sandwich composite pressure hull in submarines work at low to moderate depths. 
The results of maximizing the buckling load capacity (λ) and minimizing (B.F) at shallow-tomoderate depths of the sandwich composite deep submarine pressure hull constructed from B(4)5505/Epoxy are summarized in Table 3 . The buckling load capacity (λ), (B.F) and maximum deflection value (δ) are 118.80, 0.47, and 2.18 mm, respectively. The optimum configuration of the sandwich composite pressure hull can overcome all structural failures until operating depth (H) of up to 257.47 m. Furthermore, the maximum values of F TWSR and F MAXF are occurring in the lower face at layer-1 due to maximum tensile stresses with failure index (FI-1) of about 0.629 and 0.567, respectively. While, at upper face, the maximum values of F TWSR and F MAXF are occurring at layer-17 due to maximum compression stresses with failure index (FI-17) equals 0.611 and 0.570, respectively. The optimized orientation fiber α is equals (55 • ) with 90.71 mm (T core ). According to the aforementioned observations, it is safe to use sandwich composite pressure hull in submarines work at low to moderate depths. Figure 7 presents the effect of α upon Tsai-Wu and maximum stress failure index for both upper and lower faces of sandwich composite hull. A number of interesting features were observed in this study. For instance, the Tsai-Wu and maximum stress failure indices are sensitive with (α). The maximum failure indices for both Tsai-Wu and maximum stress failures occur when (α = 0 • ). The maximum Tsai-Wu failure and maximum stress failure are 2.255 and 2.285, respectively and occur at (layer 1) due to the high tensile stresses in the lower face. On the other hand, at the upper face, F TWSR and F MAXF are 1.79 and 1.925, respectively and occur at the upper layer (layer 17) due to high compression stresses. As (α) increases, F TWSR and F MAXF decrease and acquire the lowest value at (α = 65 • ), for both the upper and lower faces. Conversely, as (α) increases up to 90 • , the failure index also, increases. Figure 8a , demonstrates the effect of (α) on buckling strength factor (λ). The maximum buckling strength factor is 69 and occurs when α is between 55 • and 60 • . While, the minimum buckling strength factor is 8.5 and occurs at (α = 35 • ). Thereafter, with increasing (α), the buckling strength factor decreases and acquire its lowest value which is 10 when (α = 90 • ). Figure 8b shows the effect of (α) on maximum deflection values. The maximum and minimum deflection values are 0.058m and 0.018m, respectively. The minimum deflection value occurs when (α = 55 • ) while the maximum deflection occurs when (α = 0 • ). Based on the aforementioned observations, it can be concluded that the maximum buckling strength factor (λ) and minimum deflection values are achieved when (α) is between 55 • and 60 • . Furthermore, the fiber orientation (α) is highly related to buckling strength factor and deflection values. Figure 8 . Effect of fiber orientation (α) on the buckling strength factor and maximum deflection value (δMAX). Figure 9 shows the effect of core thickness (Tcore) on both FTWSR and FMAXF at extreme depths. The core thickness varies from 0 to 280 mm. The sandwich treated here as a laminate where the core represents another layer with a thickness equals (Tcore). From Figure 9a ,b, it was observed that, FTWSR and FMAXF have the same trend. As (Tcore) increases, the failure index of the lower face of sandwich composite pressure hull increases until (Tcore) reaches up to 20 mm, after that as Tcore exceeds this limit, Figure 9 shows the effect of core thickness (T core ) on both F TWSR and F MAXF at extreme depths. The core thickness varies from 0 to 280 mm. The sandwich treated here as a laminate where the core represents another layer with a thickness equals (T core ). From Figure 9a ,b, it was observed that, F TWSR and F MAXF have the same trend. As (T core ) increases, the failure index of the lower face of sandwich composite pressure hull increases until (T core ) reaches up to 20 mm, after that as T core exceeds this limit, the failure index of the lower face decreases. In addition, the results emphasize an important fact that, at extreme depths (T core ) has a little influence on both F TWSR and F MAXF at lower face. Figure 9c,d illustrates the effect of (T core ) on F TWSR and F MAXF of the upper face. As (T core ) increases, the failure index of the upper face increases until (T core ) reaches to 20 mm then, as T core increases the failure index of the upper face decreases. Figure 10 demonstrates the effect of (T core ) on F TWSR and F MAXF for the lower and upper faces for the sandwich composite deep submarine pressure hull, constructed from B(4)5505/Epoxy at low to moderate depths. It was revealed that, when (T core ) increases, the failure indices for both upper and lower faces of sandwich composite pressure hull are decrease. The obtained results emphasize that (T core ) has a major impact on Tsai-Wu and maximum stress failure indices for sandwich composite pressure hull at low to moderate depths. The aforementioned results emphasize an important fact that the presence of core layer in sandwich composite pressure hull is not always more efficient than the alternatives. Figure 11a shows the effect of (T core ) on the maximum deflection value for sandwich composite deep submarine pressure hull constructed from T700/Epoxy at different depths (7500 m, 8500 m, 9500 m, and 10,500 m). The figure illustrates that; the maximum deflection value is direct proportional to (T core ) when (T core ) ranges between 0 and 20 mm. Thereafter, the maximum deflection value is inversely proportional with increasing (T core ). In addition, the rate of changes of deflection values with (T core ) is small. Also, the figure demonstrates that increasing the operating depth increases the maximum deflection values with constant rate. Figure 11b depicts the effect of (T core ) on buckling strength factor at different depths (7500 m, 8500 m, 9500 m, and 10,500 m). The buckling strength factor is inversely proportional to (T core ) at the range of 0-20 mm. Then, as (T core ) increases, the buckling strength factor increases. The rate of changes of buckling strength factor with (T core ) is very small. The results obtained reveals that increasing the operating depths decreases the buckling strength factor with constant rate. Based on the above observations, the core thickness has a minor effect on both buckling strength factor and maximum deflection values at extreme depths. Figure 12a,b show the effect of (T core ) on maximum von Mises stresses and maximum compression shear stresses (S ZY ) in the core layer. The figures illustrate that increasing (T core ) decreases the maximum von Mises stresses and maximum compression shear stresses (S ZY ). Figure 12c ,d demonstrate the effects of (T core ) on the maximum tensile stresses in both X and Y direction (S XMAX ) and (S YMAX ), respectively in the core layer. It was observed that as (T core ) increases, the S XMAX and S YMAX increase until (T core ) up to 20 mm. Thereafter, when (T core ) increases by more than 20 mm, the S XMAX and S YMAX enhances with relatively small rate compared to that of (T core ). Figure 12e ,f present the effects of (T core ) on maximum compression stresses in both X and Y direction (S XMIN ) and (S YMIN ), respectively, in the core layer. It was revealed that when (T core ) increases the S XMIN and S YMIN increase until (T core ) equals 20 mm. Then, when (T core ) increases by more than 20 mm, the values of S XMIN and S YMIN decrease with relatively small rate compared to that of the core thickness. the failure index of the lower face decreases. In addition, the results emphasize an important fact that, at extreme depths (Tcore) has a little influence on both FTWSR and FMAXF at lower face. Figure 9c and d illustrates the effect of (Tcore) on FTWSR and FMAXF of the upper face. As (Tcore) increases, the failure index of the upper face increases until (Tcore) reaches to 20 mm then, as Tcore increases the failure index of a) Tcore vs. Tsai-Wu failure index (lower face). b) Tcore vs. maximum stress failure index (lower face). c) Tcore vs. Tsai-Wu failure index (upper face). d) Tcore vs. maximum stress failure index (upper face).
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Figure 9.
Effect of core thickness (Tcore) on Tsai-Wu and maximum stress failure index at extreme depths. Figure 10 demonstrates the effect of (Tcore) on FTWSR and FMAXF for the lower and upper faces for the sandwich composite deep submarine pressure hull, constructed from B(4)5505/Epoxy at low to moderate depths. It was revealed that, when (Tcore) increases, the failure indices for both upper and lower faces of sandwich composite pressure hull are decrease. The obtained results emphasize that (Tcore) has a major impact on Tsai-Wu and maximum stress failure indices for sandwich composite pressure hull at low to moderate depths. The aforementioned results emphasize an important fact that the presence of core layer in sandwich composite pressure hull is not always more efficient than the alternatives. Figure 11a shows the effect of (Tcore) on the maximum deflection value for sandwich composite deep submarine pressure hull constructed from T700/Epoxy at different depths (7500 m, 8500 m, 9500 m, and 10500 m). The figure illustrates that; the maximum deflection value is direct proportional to (Tcore) when (Tcore) ranges between 0 and 20 mm. Thereafter, the maximum deflection value is inversely proportional with increasing (Tcore). In addition, the rate of changes of deflection values with (Tcore) is small. Also, the figure demonstrates that increasing the operating depth increases the maximum deflection values with constant rate. Figure 11b depicts the effect of (Tcore) on buckling strength factor at different depths (7500 m, 8500 m, 9500 m, and 10500 m). The buckling strength factor is inversely proportional to (Tcore) at the range of 0-20 mm. Then, as (Tcore) increases, the buckling Figure 13a ,b shows the variation of F TWSR and F MAXF on the lower face of the sandwich composite pressure hull with (D max ). When (D max ) increases, F TWSR and F MAXF for the lower face are decreased, especially when (D max ) and (D min ) about 1.95 m. Furthermore, the figures reveal that, the maximum F TWSR and F MAXF occur at the lower layer (layer 1) and the minimum F TWSR and F MAXF occurs at layer 8. Thereafter, upon increasing (D max ), F TWSR and F MAXF increase. Likewise, Figure 13c ,d demonstrates the effect of (D max ) on the maximum Tsai-Wu and maximum stress failure for the upper face. It was observed that as (D max ) increases, the Tsai-Wu and maximum stress failure for the upper face decreases and achieve its minimum measurement at 1.95 m (D max ). Also, it was revealed that the maximum stress failure occurs at the upper layer (layer 17) and the minimum stress failure occurs at layer 10. Moreover, it was observed that the maximum F TWSR and F MAXF for the upper face are higher than the maximum F TWSR and F MAXF for the lower face. On the other hand, Figure 13e ,g reflects the relationship between (D min ) and the failure index (FI) of both Tsai-Wu and maximum stress. It was observed that the (FI) in the upper face is higher than the lower face. Also, while (D min ) increases, the (FI) on the upper and lower faces decreases and acquire its minimum measurement when (D min ) equals (D max ).
Effect of Major Diameter (Dmax) and Minor Diameter (Dmin) on the Design Constraints
the core layer. It was observed that as (Tcore) increases, the SXMAX and SYMAX increase until (Tcore) up to 20 mm. Thereafter, when (Tcore) increases by more than 20 mm, the SXMAX and SYMAX enhances with relatively small rate compared to that of (Tcore). Figure 12e and f present the effects of (Tcore) on maximum compression stresses in both X and Y direction (SXMIN) and (SYMIN), respectively, in the core layer. It was revealed that when (Tcore) increases the SXMIN and SYMIN increase until (Tcore) equals 20 mm. Then, when (Tcore) increases by more than 20 mm, the values of SXMIN and SYMIN decrease with relatively small rate compared to that of the core thickness. Figure 13a and b shows the variation of FTWSR and FMAXF on the lower face of the sandwich composite pressure hull with (Dmax). When (Dmax) increases, FTWSR and FMAXF for the lower face are decreased, especially when (Dmax) and (Dmin) about 1.95 m. Furthermore, the figures reveal that, the maximum FTWSR and FMAXF occur at the lower layer (layer 1) and the minimum FTWSR and FMAXF occurs at layer 8. Thereafter, upon increasing (Dmax), FTWSR and FMAXF increase. Likewise, Figure 13 c and d demonstrates the effect of (Dmax) on the maximum Tsai-Wu and maximum stress failure for the upper face. It was observed that as (Dmax) increases, the Tsai-Wu and maximum stress failure for the upper face decreases and achieve its minimum measurement at 1.95 m (Dmax). Also, it was revealed that the maximum stress failure occurs at the upper layer (layer 17) and the minimum stress failure occurs at layer 10. Moreover, it was observed that the maximum FTWSR and FMAXF for the upper face are higher than the maximum FTWSR and FMAXF for the lower face. On the other hand, Figure 13e and g reflects the relationship between (Dmin) and the failure index (FI) of both Tsai-Wu and maximum stress. It was observed that the (FI) in the upper face is higher than the lower face. Also, while (Dmin) increases, the (FI) on the upper and lower faces decreases and acquire its minimum measurement when (Dmin) equals (Dmax). layer 10. Moreover, it was observed that the maximum FTWSR and FMAXF for the upper face are higher than the maximum FTWSR and FMAXF for the lower face. On the other hand, Figure 13e and g reflects the relationship between (Dmin) and the failure index (FI) of both Tsai-Wu and maximum stress. It was observed that the (FI) in the upper face is higher than the lower face. Also, while (Dmin) increases, the (FI) on the upper and lower faces decreases and acquire its minimum measurement when (Dmin) equals (Dmax 
Conclusions
Finite element simulation, sensitivity analysis, and optimization of sandwich composite deep submarine pressure hull were developed and presented in this study to minimize buoyancy factor and maximize deck area and buckling strength factor using two composite materials, T700/Epoxy and B(4)5505/Epoxy composite. The collapse depth is taken as a basis in the pressure hull calculations. 
Finite element simulation, sensitivity analysis, and optimization of sandwich composite deep submarine pressure hull were developed and presented in this study to minimize buoyancy factor and maximize deck area and buckling strength factor using two composite materials, T700/Epoxy and B(4)5505/Epoxy composite. The collapse depth is taken as a basis in the pressure hull calculations. Material failure, buckling, and deflection were considered.
Based on the aforementioned results, at extreme depths the thickness of the faces become thicker and the core thickness become thinner. The core thickness plays a minor role in the design of composite deep submarine pressure hull at extreme depths. Moreover, at extreme depths, the core thickness has a minor effect on Tsai-Wu, maximum stress failure coefficient, buckling strength factor, and maximum deflection measurements. Conversely, the laminated angle α has a major effect on Tsai-Wu, maximum stress failure coefficient, deflection value, and buckling strength factor. At extreme depths, the buckling strength factor becomes larger than the material failure. Therefore, the forces rather than the shell buckling were found to be the critical design consideration and the optimum design is governed by the material failure.
The presence of core layer in the sandwich composite pressure hull is not always more efficient. It depends on the geometry, loading, and design philosophy. At extreme depths, using monolithic laminates is recommended rather than the sandwich composite. Moreover, the use of sandwich is not a safe option in the event of possible damage to the external layer of the laminate in contact with sea water. However, at shallow-to-moderate depths, using the sandwich composite with a thick core is recommended to resist shell buckling. This research can also be used as a useful tool in the design of sandwich composite hulls of underwater vehicles. 
